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THE GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF LOWER
TWEEDSIDE.

By JOHN GEORGE GOODCHILD (of the Geological Survey, F G.S.. F.Z .S.•
Custodian of the Collec tions of S cotti sh Geology and Mineralogy In the Edl nhu rgh

Museu m of S cience and Art).

(Read JUM 5th, 1903. a few'ad~a1lCe copi es issued 10 M embers in July 1903.)

MOST persons would probably find it a somewhat difficult
matter to obtain a good general idea of the geological

features found in such a district as Lower Tweedside if the
facts were presented in the manner usually adopted. It may be
better, therefore, to state the essential features that have been
brought to light as a result of careful surveys of the district,
mostly in the narrative form first, and then to give a summary in
the usual manner. The readers will probably find that this plan
will enable them to obtain a better view of the facts and to
comprehend the essential rearures much more easily than would
otherwise be possible.

A summaryof the ch ief points in the stratigraphy following
this historical introduction ought, with the aid of good geological
maps and the accompanying sections, to make the geological
history of Lower Tweedside sufficiently clear for the purpose
required.

The district here specially referred to comprehends part of the
Southern Uplands on the one side of the Tweed, together with
the north-eastern part of the Cheviot Hills on the other ; and
with the broad lowland area, known as the Merse, between these
two. Roughly stated, it may be described as forming the lower
half of the basin of the Tweed. On the east it may be regarded as
limited by the coast line northward of Berwick as far as the
Siccar Point, and southward of Berwick as far as Scremerston.

Within the area thus roughly defined occurs a considerable
variety of geological formations, as may be seen by reference to the
following table, in which those mentioned are stated in descending
order.

C.-Neozoic Rocks.
NEWER:

3. Pleistocene.
2. Some basalt dykes of Tertiary age, and possibly the

contents of some of the mineral veins.
OLDER:

I. The Magnesian Limestone, as well as vestiges of the
former presence of other New Red Rocks.

Un conformity.
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B.-Deuterozoic Rocks.
NEWER:

5. The Whin Sill.
4· Upper Carboniferous.
3. Lower Carboniferous.
2. Upper Old Red Sandstone.

Unconformity.
OLDER:

1. Caledonian Old Red.
Unconformity.

A.-Proterozoic Rocks.

Silurian.

8. Lanarkian Rocks.
7. Downtonian = Ludlow in part.
6. Salopian = Wenlock in part.
S. Valentian = Llandovery.

Usually an unconformity here.

Ordovician.
NEWER:

4. Bala Rocks.
I" Upper.

3· <. Lower.
OLDER:

2 Llandeilo.
1. Arenig.

With these occur granites, together with various dykes, which
mostly consist of porphyrite. Both of these are of Devonian age;
there is also the Post-Carboniferous Whin Sill; and a few dykes
which may be of Tertiary age.

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY.

The Ordovician Rocks occur within the basin of the Tweed,
chiefly along its north-western margin. They will not be visited
by the Geologists' Association on this Excursion. But, seeing
that they underlie the district which will be examined, their
general characters may be briefly referred to here. The lowest
rocks seen consist of eruptive rocks of sub-basic composition,
chiefly andesitic lavas These are succeeded by a widespread,
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but nowhere very thick, deposit of chert, which was first recog
nised by the officers of the Geological Survey as consisting of
radiolaria, which were afterwards figured and described by Dr.
Geo. Hinde. The deposit agrees in all essential respects with the
modern deep-sea radiolarian oozes, and it is generally regarded as
having been formed under the same conditions of depth as the
recent ooze referred to. The Arenig Radiolarian Chert is followed,
in places, by black shales, of small thickness, which contain the
graptolites characteristic of the Skiddaw Slates, and are, therefore,
of Arenig age. The Radiolarian Cherts, and the lava just referred
to, are, therefore, much older than the Ordovician volcanic rocks
of the Lake District.

Rocks of Upper Ordovician age succeed these, and, especially
in the areas to the south-west of the basin of the Tweed, they
show the evidences of unconformity to the rocks below which are
seen in many other areas on this geological horizon. Within the
district especially under notice there is, however, no stratigraphi
cal break between the Upper Ordovician rocks and the strata of
older date, although the paleeontological break is very marked.
They consist mainly of black shales and mudstones similar in
character to those below and above.

Further information upon these rocks should he obtained from
the Memoir of the Geological Survey dealing with the" Silurian
Rocks" of Scotland.

The succeeding Silurian Rocks, which in so many areas lie
with a more or less well-marked unconformity upon the beds below,
here repose, without any evident stratigraphical discordance, upon
the rocks last referred to. Their lowest member is usually a thin
band of black shale, within which rocks of a more arenaceous type
are locally intercalated. Although there is no evidence of any
stratigraphical break, the palreontological evidence clearly points
to the existence of a considerable biological break. just as is found
to be usually the case elsewhere upon this horizon in Britain. It
is evident that tolerable uniformity of depth, and of geographical
conditions in general, prevailed throughout the whole period when
these black shales were in process of formation. Hence the same
type of deposit continued from LIandeilo times until long after
the advent of the first rocks of Silurian age. It seems possible
that the curious fact of the continuous deposition of the same
lithological type of rock material, while the paleeontological con
ditions changed in so marked a manner from time to time, may
be explained on the assumption that the Graptolites (which con
stitute the greater part of the fossils occurring in these rocks) may
have passed through a free-swimming stage in the earlier part of
their existence, in much the same way as is the case with the fry
of the Coelentera in general, and that periods of the cold condition
of the ocean surface waters alternating with warm may have led to
the extermination of certain species, and have thus favoured the
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evolution of new species of allied forms. In dealing with this
difficult problem, in a paper recently published by the Royal
Physical Society, I have ventured to speculate whether these
alternations may not have been connected with the recurrent
cycles of changes brought about by Precessional causes."

As the Association on this occasion will not visit the localities
where these lowest Silurian Rocks rise to the surface, we may pass
on to the consideration of the strata which succeed, and which
will form a conspicuous object in the landscape to be seen on at
least two of the excursions. The rocks referred to are the Gala
Rocks, whose fossils indicate, in a manner that is unmistakable,
that they are of Tarannon age. These Gala Rocks form the higher
group of the Valentian sub-division of the Silurian System.

The Gala Rocks appear to be mainly the chronological
equivalents of the Pale Slates of the Lake District, formed,
apparently, in sea-water of lesser depth than these, and consisting
almost entirely of terrigenous materials. Petrographically the
Gala Rocks bear a very close resemblance to the Coniston Grits
of the Lake District, from which, however, their fossils clearly
show that they are quite different in age. With some unimportant
exceptions the fossils of the Gala Rocks consist of Graptolites.
The following list comprehends all the species which have yet been
recorded from these rocks :-Diplograptus sinuatus ,. Cyrtograptus
graya, Monograptus galaensis, Ai. hisingert", /If. spiraiis, .Ai.
concinnus, AI. exiguus, Af. colonus, .Ai.priodon, M. pandus, M. con
uoiutus, ilf. crispus, .Ai. turricuiatus, .Ai. leptotheca, ""I. sedgmickii,
Rastrites peregrinus, Retiolites geiuitzianus, Dictyonema deli
catulutll. The other fossils just referred to are chiefly tracks
and traces, which cannot with certainty be referred to their true
position in the organic world.

Unlike the Pale Slates, the Gala Rocks are of considerable
thickness; for instead of being only some six hundred feet, these
latter may well have a thickness of even as much as two thousand
feet. But owing to the excessive plication these rocks have
undergone, and also to their general uniformity of petrographical
cbaracters, no trustworthy estimate of their thickness can be
made.

The Gala Rocks are described in the Geological Survey
Memoir, op. cit.. p. 201, as consisting, in the lower parts, "of
massive grits and greywackes (Queensberry Grits) which locally
merge into conglomerates," and in their higher parts" which pass
conformably upwards into the Wenlock formation," of "brown
crusted flags, with grey, green, or red shales, and bands of brown
or yellow greywacke from one to two feet thick (Hawick Rocks)."
And on p. 209 of the same memoir, it is stated that the Queens
berry Grits form the coast line between Cockburnspath and St.

• "The Coelentera in Relation to Geological Zones." Proe. Roy. Pbys, Soc., vol. xv.
P'47, 1902, and Trans. Geot. Soc., Glasgow, vol. xii, p. 35.
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Abb's Head, while the peculiar lithological type representing the
Hawick Rocks is found near Eyemouth. «<

The Gala Rocks are succeeded by rocks of Wenlock age, and
these, in their turn, by undoubted Ludlow Rocks, which are well
seen in the Pentland area. The small thickness assigned to the
Wenlock Rocks in the South of Scotland is somewhat startling to
anyone who is familiar with the grand development they present
in the Lake District. It will be observed that the vast group of
strata, fully eight thousand feet in thickness, which form the
Coniston Flags and Grits (Wenlock) in the area just mentioned,
is considered by the authors of the memoir to be either absent
entirely, or to be reduced to dimensions so insignificant as to be
unworthy of special mention.

Leaving this (to me) vexed question, I may briefly refer to the
next higher members of the Silurian Rocks, which form a belt on
the south-east of a line passing through Dumfries and Jedburgh,
and which, if exposed at the surface, would run along the south
side of the Tweed to Berwick. To anyone familiar with the Lake
District Silurian Rocks these appear to resemble the Bannisdale
Slates. Small areas of rocks which are on this horizon will be
seen in the course of the excursions. Strata contemporaneous
with the Pentland Ludlow Rocks do not occur anywhere near the
area under notice. Nor do the still-higher groups of beds to
which, in the Survey Memoir, the name "Downtonian" is
applied.f

The Lake District Silurian Rocks are somewhat above thirteen
thousand feet in thickness, the Lanarkian rocks there being
absent. For purposes of comparison with the Scottish type, it
may be well to give their succession and thickness here :-

f. Kirkby Moor Flags .
e. Bannisdale Slates
d. Coniston Grits
c. Coniston Flags
b. Pale Slates . .
a. Graptolitic Mudstone

Feet.
+2,000

5.20 0

4,200
2pOO

.10 to 450
• 0 to 30

Of these b is represented by the Rocks between Cockburnspath
and St. Abb's Head; c and d may, possihly, be the equivalents
of the Hawick Rocks; and e may be the equivalents of the rocks
between Hawick and Riccarton. The Kirkby Moor Flags seem
to be represented in the Pentland area by the strata between the
Lanarkian Rocks and the Eurypterid Beds in the Gutterford Burn

It r do not intend to discuss here the relations of the higher of these rocks to the
Silurian strata of the Lake District; but 1 have not yet seen my way to adopting the view
that the Hawick Rocks are of Tarannon age. The late Mr. Aveline and I, twenty-five
years ago, officially expressed the opinion that they were of the same age as the Conis
ton Flags and Grits.-J. G.G.

t These latter used to be regarded as Lower Old Red, and they are the same as those
for which some years ago 1 suggested the name Lanarkian.
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there. Regarding the correlation of the rest, further evidence
seems to be required.

On any view of the thickness of the Silurian Rocks of the
South of Scotland the total, from the Birkhill Shales to the
highest beds seen, must amount to many thousands of feet. The
Whole of the rocks, from base to summit, appear to have been
formed during a prolonged period of terrestrial movements, during
which the local phase of the undulation to which the deposition
was due mainly took a downward direction.

It does not appear to be accurately known what amount of
downward movement of a terrestrial undulation is possible, but it
seems probable that it rarely exceeds some fifteen thousand feet.
It appears reasonable to assume that all such downward phases
of terrestrial undulations are accompanied by their correlative·
upward phases of movement, and that, in course of time, their
onward travel carries the downward phase to an area adjacent,
and that its former place is taken by a contemporaneous movement
in the opposite direction. The distance between the areas where
these respective phases occur may be spoken of as the" wave
length" of the undulation in question. U sing still the language
of the physicist, we may refer to the .. amplitude" of the
undulation, and also to its .. period," as useful terms expressive
respectively of (I) the ratio between the extent of the area affected
by either phase and the vertical extent of the movement, and (2)
the time occupied in bringing about a given amount of vertical
movement. Using these terms, we may state that the undulatory
movements to which the deposition of the Silurian Rocks were
due, were characterised by great wave-length and amplitude, and
by low frequency. In other words, the time occupied by the
downward phase coincided with the whole of the period from the
commencement of the Birkhill Rocks to near the close of the
time when the Lanarkian Rocks were laid down; and that the
area affected by these conditions was one of very great extent.

Following the last downward phase of movement came one of
movement in the opposite direction. The septum (or datum line
between the upward phase and the downward) slowly travelled in
a direction transverse to the front of the wave, so that
conditions favourable for upheaval followed in the rear of those
which had previously given rise to depression. The upward
phase of movement appears to have been characterised by greater
amplitude, lesser wave-length, and higher frequency, than that
phase which preceded it.

Putting this statement into a different form, we may say that
before the downward movement had quite ceased in the area now
represented by the South of Scotland, upheaval had commenced
in an area adjacent, and that, by degrees, the area specially under
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consideration also became the theatre of movements of a similar
kind. It was under these circumstances that the Lanarkian, or
so-called" Lower Old Red," was formed, Then, as the upward
phase began to take a more decided character, sedimentation
came to an end and denudation commenced. Perhaps the
following diagram may serve to make this somewhat complex
relationship clearer. It is intended to show that one effect of
prolonged compression is to throw the strata nearer the centre
of the fold into complex plicat ions, while the surface formed by
the mass undergoing compression became the principal area of

"r.,.; 9u r - - _ __ --
.; .." \Y ... "V,,~o P'W A!>~ oM' .... ~ .. t:"" l! W"------=---~
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FIG. 2. -DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE THE E FFE CTS A R ISING F ROM T ER RES
TRIAL MOVEM ENTS AND DE NUD ATION IN N ORT H BRITAI N D U RI NG
TH E DEVONIAN PERIO D.

elevation. Denudation, not at first keeping pace with the
upheaval, shaped mountain masses out of the part undergoing
uplift, and, eventually, when the elevatory forces were acting with
less effect, the central, highly-crumpled inner portions of the folds
were brought to the surface, and planed down by subaerial waste
into a more or less irregular base-level of denudation.

That the part now terming the Southern Uplands of Scotland
is the area where the Silurian Rocks exhibit these flexures in the
highest degree of complication seems to indicate that it was over
this area that the chief centres of elevation of the Silurian massif
lay. And as it is precisely along such lines of intense crumpling
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that dynamic action produces the maximum of crushing, so It IS

there also that one might reasonably expect that the greatest
evolution of heat took place, as a result of the conversion of the
energy of motion into heat energy. The view that volcanic action
is due primarily to this cause, and secondarily to the influx of
sea-water to zones of high temperature within the Earth's crust,
seems now to be coming more and more into general favour. I
shall here assume that it offers a satisfactory explanation of most
of the chief phenomena connected with volcanic action, and shall
go on to connect the volcanic phase which succeeded the Silurian
period with the events just described.

There is not yet quite sufficient evidence to enable us to form
any decided opinion regarding the direction of main upheaval at
the close of the Silurian period; but as the axes of the folds run
in a general east-north-easterly direction, and as, furthermore,
strata of marine origin (the true Devonian Rocks) were formed at
this period in the area to the south and the south-east of the area
specially under consideration, we may reasonably conclude that
the main axis of upheaval (and presumably, therefore, of the
mountain area) ranged in an east-north-easterly direction through
Britain into what is now Scandinavia, and that, south-eastward
from that, the slopes gradually became less and less steep, and the
crumpling of the underlying rocks still less strongly marked, until
the Silurian Rocks gradually passed without a break (and with
but little contortion in their inner parts) into the marine Devonian
Rocks.

The foregoing explanation is somewhat complicated: but then,
on the other hand, so are the facts that have to be accounted for.
In Scotland occurs a highly-convoluted and greatly-denuded set
of Silurian Rocks, which are followed unconformably by a set of
volcanic rocks of Devonian age. In an area not far to the south
the Silurian Rocks are neither crumpled nor denuded to any great
extent, and are succeeded, apparently quite conformably, by the
marine strata of Devonian age. It must be remembered that the
volcanic rocks which form the Cheviot and Pentland Hills belong
to a period of the Earth's history which is represented in England
only by some part of the Devonian Rocks of Devonshire, and the
reason why a marine type occurs in the one area, and a con
tinental type is found in the other, is important to be borne in
mind.

What appears to have happened is, that lagoon conditions
followed those of a purely-marine character under which the Lud
low Rocks were formed; and it was under alternate lagoon and
open-sea conditions that the Lanarkian Rocks were formed. Then,
as the septum travelled forward, upheaval began, continental con
ditions set in over the area where there had previously been
marine; and, finally, upheaval gaining ground over denudation,
mountain masses were formed. These supplied the materials out
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of which the Caledonian Old Red Conglomerates were made.
Eventually volcanoes broke out along the line of chief dynamic
effects, and the period when the rocks now forming the Cheviot
Hills first came into existence was ushered in.

There is no need to enter into much detail in regard to the
Caledonian Old Red Volcanoes, beyond stating the fact that there
appear to have been many centres whence the eruptive masses
reached the surface. Even though it may not be quite in accord
ance with the facts to state that each granite mass of the south of
Scotland and of the north of England represent the core of one
of these volcanoes, there is no reasonable doubt that these great
eruptive masses were connected in origin with the volcanoes in
question. The four granite masses of the Lake District may be
of different ages, but there cannot be much doubt that the granite
of Shap, perhaps that of Wastdale also, and possibly the granite of
Skiddaw, may all be of the age under consideration. The same
is true of the great granite masses of Galloway. Cockburn Law,
which will be visited by the Association, is of the same age. So.
farther north, are such masses as the granites of Loch Awe and
Cruachan, and even some of the newer granites of other parts of
Scotland. The evidence in regard to the age of most of the more
southern masses is sufficiently dear ; for the granites pierce the
contorted, and even the cleaved. rocks of Silurian age, and are
therefore of later date than the disturbances to which these are
due; and fragments of these granites. or of their apophyses,
occur as constituents of the Upper Old Red Sandstone. Further
reference will be mad e to this latter point in another connection.

The essential features to be borne in mind in stud ying the
relationship of the Caledonian Old Red Volcanic Rocks to the
rocks of Silurian age are that the volcanic rocks lie with a
violent unconformity upon the Silurian (and Ordovician) Rocks,
and that the amount of disturbance the volcanic rocks have
undergone is, in-general, so trifling that the fact is perfectly evident
that the chief disturbances are of older date than the volcanic
rocks. It follows also that the chief denudation took place prior
to the deposition of these latter. The great unconformity between
the Carboniferous Rocks and those of older date (which repre
sents the removal of a thickness of quite five miles of rock in the
Lake District) took place in the interval between the close of
the period when the Ludlow and Lanarkian rocks were formed,
and the outbreak of volcanic action. Geologists seem a little
apt to overlook the important bearing of this fact upon many
questions of interest. and especially in connection with such
matters as those relating to geological time.

It is a somewhat remarkable fact that the prevailing lithological
types of the eruptive rocks, and especially of the lavas, associated
with the Caledonian Old Red Sandstone in the Lorne area, the
Ochils and the Sidlaws, the Pentland Hills and the Cheviot area,
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are sub-basic. Andesites everywhere predominate, though
andesitic-basalts and even basalts are not unknown, and trachytes
occur here and there, especially amongst the lavas of later date.
The other noticeable features are the feeble development of
pyroclastic rocks and the paucity of dykes. Fully nine-tenths
of the mass in each area consists of lavas, with only an occasional,
and rarely very thick, band of tuff between. Furthermore, inter
stratifications of material of sedimentary origin appear to be
nearly everywhere confined to what there is reason to believe
were the outskirts of the particular volcano whose relations happen
to be under consideration. Evidently these volcanoes were
characterised by quiet effusive eruptions, and it is further evident,
from the nature of the few rocks of sedimentary origin associated
with the lavas, that the volcanoes were mainly subaerial, and
were found under continental conditions.

Some reference was made to the dykes a few lines above this.
It is, perhaps, exactly what might have been expected, that those
which do occur are either sub-acid or sub-basic in composit ion.
The dominant type is that lithological variety to which the name
PORPHYRITE is now very properly restricted. These are holo
crystalline aggregates consisting largely of a finer-grained base of
plagioclase felspars, together with Hornblende and Biotite, and
often with larger idiomorphic crystals of felspar, which, in most
cases, are of a plagioclase variety also-perhaps Oligoclase, in the
majority of cases. These porphyrites are of some importance in
the geology of the district under consideration, inasmuch as they
constitute by far the commonest dyke-rocks which traverse the
Silurian strata; and, furthermore, because their marked lithological
character renders their identification amongst the constituents of
some of the conglomerates, such as those of the Upper Old Red
Sandstone, a task of very small difficulty.

There seems reason to believe that most of these porphyrites
are really late off-shoots from areas of granite, as those of their
age in Scotland are all more or less plagioclase-granites, in which
Muscovite is rare or absent, except in the pegmatites, and in
which the dominant ferro-magnesian constituents are Biotite and
Hornblende.

There are two granite areas within a short distance of Berwick.
One of these is that of Cockburn Law, which rises through the
Silurian rocks near Duns; and the other is that which forms
the core of the Cheviot Hills not far to the south-west of
Wooler.

The Cheviot granite is clearly intrusive in the andesite lavas,
which exhibit some interesting modifications where the two rocks
come into contact. These have been described by Clough,
Kynaston, and others. It appears to me to be at least possible
that the granite may, in part at least, represent andesite lavas
which have been melted up by the action of thermal waters
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charged with alkalies. The dissolved salts found in inland lakes
or in the sea must become concentrated by prolonged" boiling"
in every case where the water finds its way down to the focus of
volcanic action; and solutions thus formed are quite competent
both to dissolve eruptive rocks and to add to the solutions thus
formed an increased percentage of alkaline matters. When the
temperature of the compound declines, and the aqueous solvent
escapes, crystallisation of the residue gradually ensues, and
granitoid rocks are the result.

The andesitic lavas of the Caledonian Old Red Sandstone are
quite commonly vesicular, especially on their upper sides. These
vesicles are often found to be the repository of agates. Agates of
the normal type occur in the andesite lavas of St. Abb's Head,
while those occurring in the Cheviot area are often more or less
of the nature of the carnelian agate, or even of jasper agates. An
interesting feature about these is connected with the fact that
these agates (as well as the fragments of the porphyrite dykes
already mentioned) occur as constituents of the Upper Old Red
conglomerates. Hence it is evident that the growth of the agates
had been completed before the advent of the Upper Old Red
Sandstone.

No fossils of any kind have yet been found in rocks of the
age under consideration, at least, within any area nearer than the
Ochils.

There is no clear evidence to show what the nature of the
climate was at the time the Caledonian Old Red Rocks were in
process of formation. The conditions were continental and not
marine, and there must have been lofty uplands from which the
materials were derived which form the basement (and other)
conglomerates of this series. No arkoses have yet been found in
these rocks, whence perhaps it is safer to assume that the climate
was not as arid as it clearly became later on.

If the view is correct that the rocks of St. Abb's Head,
Eyemouth, and the Cheviot Hills are of the same age as those of
the Pentland Hills and the Ochils, it would seem to follow that
these represent the earlier-formed part of a great series of rocks
whose higher members are the Orcadian Old Red (the true
Middle Old Red) of the Moray Firth, Caithness, Orkney, and
Shetland. Dr. Traquair has conclusively shown that the twodivisions
referred to are quite separate in age, and that both are older than
the true Upper Old Red Sandstone. This latter formation lies
uncomformably upon every rock older than itself, and hence must
be separated from the older series by a vast interval of time. It
is, however, not a little remarkable that, although the field
evidence relating to this unconformity is perfectly clear almost
everywhere, the actual junction between the Upper Old Red and
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the Caledonian Old Red is seen only in a very few places. One
of these, and this not a good one, is at Eyemouth, and will probably
be examined by the Association.

The Upper Old Red Sandstone has been examined on the
occasion of the visit of the Association to Edinburgh, but there
will be several opportunities of seeing it again under various
other conditions. The striking unconformity between the Upper
Old Red Sandstone and the Silurian Rocks, which is so clearly
shown at the Siccar Point, may be examined under circumstances
almost equally favourable close to Cockburn Law. In this
connection it may be well to repeat the statement that the Upper
Old Red, on the outskirts of the Lake District, oversteps older
rocks whose aggregate thickness exceeds five miles. There is no
reason to think that the hiatus on the northern side of the Border
is of lesser extent than that; indeed, if we take into account the
aggregate thickness of the Orcadian Old Red, the Caledonian Old
Red, the Silurian, Ordovician, and Cambrian rocks there, it must
be nearly seven miles.

The history of the Upper Old Red may be regarded as a
continuation of that under which the older members of the series
were formed. The coarse nature of many of the conglomerates
points clearly to powerful torrential action, and therefore to the
presence of high ground at no great distance. The constituents
of the conglomerates include, of course, a large percentage of the
greywackes which form the greater part of the Silurian Rocks;
but fragments of granite are also found, and with these occur,
much more commonly, representatives of the porphyrite dykes
already mentioned. A few rocks which cannot be discovered
anywhere near in situ may also be found. Some of these may
have been derived from the conglomerates of the Caledonian
Old Red, others from conglomerates older still, such as those which
occur in connection with the Upper Ordovician Rocks of the
West of Scotland. The blocks of limestone which are so com
monly found in the Upper Old Red of the North of England,
are rare here, or absent entirely.

The sandstones and marls of the Upper Old Red as developed
in the basin of the Tweed, are deeply imbued with ferric oxide.
Mr. Hudleston's explanation of the origin of this red colouration
(Proc. Ceol. Assoc., vol. xi, NO.3. p. 104) satisfactorily accounts for
this characteristic feature. A certain proportion of the sand grains
clearly represent desert sands, being, indeed, quite as well-rounded
as the sand grains from the Sahara or other modern regions where
desert conditions obtain." The sand grains of much of the
Upper Old Red are enlarged by the addition of secondary quartz.

• See Goodchild, "Desert Conditions in Britain," Trans. Geol, Soc. Edin., vol. vii,.
P·203·
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This feature is well seen at several localities within the basin of
the Tweed.

The normal Upper Old Red Sandstone is usualIy devoid of
calcareous matter in any but its uppermost part; but in the sand
stones, and also in the marls, of this portion, concretionary
nodules and angular flakes of calcareous matter are of frequent
occurrence in almost every locality. This is so marked a feature
that the upper sub-division is now usualIy distinguished as the
Cornstone Group. The distinction between the upper and the
lower sub-divisions may well be stated here. The lower sub
division consists of an extremely variable series of conglomerates
and sandstones, the former being of more common occurrence
near the base, and the sandstones becoming finer-grained, more
inter-stratified with marls,* and more largely composed of desert
sand grains. Its prevalent colour is never that of any of the
greys which characterise rocks found under normal sedimentary
conditions, nor is it any shade of purple, but it is usualIy more or
less bright red, owing to the sand grains being coated with films
of ferric oxide; and with the red occur cream-coloured patches
and bands of such green colour as might be due to the presence
of ferrous silicate. The thickness, as might be expected to be
the case, is subject to considerable, and, usualIy, more or less
abrupt, variation. It may be as much as two hundred and fifty
feet at several parts of the Tweed valIey. Where fossils occur in
it they are usually very fragmentary, and they have hitherto been
rarely those of any other organisms than the Ostracoderm
Bothriolepis obesa, which Dr. Traquair has identified from several
localities within the area under consideration; or else scales of
the Crossopterygian fish Holoptychius nobilissimus. Fragments of
PalCEopteris hibernica occur near Duns.

The upper or Cornstone sub-division is usualIy of a much less
pronounced red colour, it rarely contains desert-sand grains, and
it is characterised nearly everywhere by the presence of irregular
lumps, flakes, and concretionary masses of calcareous matter.
Suncracks occur on alI platforms, and rain printed surfaces of the
clays are far from being uncommon. Where these rocks have
been formerly covered within a small vertical distance by the
Trias the calcareous matter shows a tendency to pass into
hrematite. This is well seen at several places on the Berwick
-shire coast. A few obscure traces of plants have been found in
the Cornstone Group, though but little else has yet occurred.

As the presence of concretionary carbonate of lime is
characteristic of the succeeding members of the Lower Carbonifer
ous Rocks, as well as of the higher portion of the Upper Old Red
Sandstone, over wide areas, it will immediately occur to any gee-

* The word marl does not necessarily mean a clay containing calcareous matter. In
the North of England the name is applied to any rock that readily" merls" or crumbles
to pieces on exposure to the air.
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logist to inquire what may be the cause of its general distribution
on this particular geological horizon. Many explanations may be
offered; but a consideration of the following may help to cast
some light upon this somewhat obscure subject:

The presence of grains of desert-sand on many platforms in
the Upper Old Red Sandstone, the prevalent bright-red colour of
the rock, the strong false-bedding, suggestive of desert-sand
dunes, the angular character of much of the material forming the
conglomerates, and their large size and tumultuous mode of
accumulation, the constant occurrence of casts of desiccation cracks
and the frequency of rain-pitted surfaces, all combine with the
irregular mode of occurrence of the rock to indicate that it was
formed under continental conditions, and during the prevalence
of an arid climate. With a rainfall unsuited for the growth of
vegetation, and with a land surface largely characterised by
surfaces consisting of bare rock, screes, wadies filled with
torrential deposits hurried into them after the occasional heavy
rainfalls, with an ever-drifting cover of desert-sand, and with no
areas of water except such as gave rise to shallow pools, charged
with concentrated solutions of sulphate of lime, etc.-no vegetation,
but such as was specially suited for desert condition, could be
expected to live. With little or no vegetable matter available
{or food, animal life certainly could not flourish; and it is
probable that even the few organisms whose remains do occur in
these rocks may have been swept into the desert areas by spates
originating in adjacent areas where the conditions for the main
tenance of animal life were of a more suitable nature. Mr.
Hudleston (Presidential Address, Proc. Geoi. Assoc., vol. xi,
NO.3) has dealt with the effect of these conditions in relation to
the ferruginous colouring matter of rocks, and the reader would
do well to refer to that article for further information. I also,
some years afterwards, took up the subject in the opening address
to the Edin. Ceol. Soc., vol. vii, pp. 2°3-222, on Novemher
roth, 1896, under the title of " Desert Conditions in Britain," to
which the reader may care also to turn.

It may be safely assumed that the Upper Old Red Sandstone
was formed at a period when the land stood well above the sea level.
But when the downward phase of the terrestrial undulation to which
this elevation was due had begun its advance towards the region
under consideration, the arid climatal conditions that accompanied
the upward phase of movement gave rise to conditions under
which the rainfall, if not more copious, was at least more regular,
in its occurrence. Under these more genial conditions vegetation
again sprang into existence here, and with the advent of more
suitable conditions animal life, too, began to flourish.

So it came about that, under transitional conditions, organic
matter was much more frequently transported by the streams into
the saline lakes. Not only did the iron in solution, under these
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changed conditions, tend to pass into the usual hydrated condition,
so that the sand grain less frequently became coated with films of
the red sesquioxide, but another change ensued, which is the one
that we are chiefly concerned with here . Assuming that the lakes
and schatts into which the rivers discharged were still areas where
the water carried into them was dissipated by evaporation, it would
follow that the dissolved constituents of the river-water eventually
became more or less concentrated. Amongst the substances thus
accumulated may safely be counted solutions of sulphate of lime.
These, when brought into contact with decomposing organic
matter, underwent certain chemical changes, one of which resulted
in the precipitation of the lime in the form of the carbonate.
Thus, it seems probable, thin sheets of chemically-formed car
bonate of lime were formed in the shallows-evaporation, of
course, also taking a part in the process; and, then also, as it ap
pears to me, nodular masses of calcareous matter were formed in the
sediments that were in process of deposition. Putting this state
ment into another form, one may say that the presence of these
nodular masses and flakes of carbonate of lime are an index to
the return of a humid climate after a period of arid and conti
nental geographical conditions. The Cornstones, therefore, on
this view, present us with an important link in the chain of evi
dence bearing upon the transitional nature of the climate that
characterised the close of Old Red times and the commencement
of the Lower Carboniferous Period.

Then, as the rocks which succeed the Cornstones (the Ballagan
Beds or Lower Limestone Shale) represent a set of accumulations
formed when the downward phase of terrestrial movement had
begun to make its influence still more strongly felt, we find
that calcareous concretions of much the same character
continued to be formed whenever the suitable conditions
obtained. The reader who happens to be familiar with
the terrene formed by the Keuper Marls, the Rheetic Beds
and the Lower Lias, may advantageously make a mental com
parison between these two sets of formation. The Keuper Marls
form a parallel to the Upper Old Red, the Rheetic Beds (in Britain
at all events) to the Ballagan Beds, and the Lias to the purely
marine phase of development of the Lower Carboniferous Rocks.

It may be added here that the flakes of carbonate of lime,
which have been several times alluded to in the foregoing para
graphs, represent sheets of chemically-precipitated matter deposited
in the shallows of the old lakes, and broken up, as shore-ice is apt
to be, when the level of the water rises, and thence floated away
into deeper water, eventually to subside upon the bottom, and
become an integral part of the sediments there accumulating."

THE LOWER CARBONIFEROUS Ro cxs.c-Tt may be stated here
that there existed unt il the last few years some misconception with

• See Proc, Geol, A ssoc., xv, 4. p. 127 (1!lg7).
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regard to the correlation of the Scottish Carb oniferous Rocks and
their equivalents on the English side of the Border. Little by
little this misconception is being corrected, and it is to be hoped
that, in time, at any rate, everyone will be agreed in regard to all
the essential point s concerned. The chief mistake arose throu gh
the belief (which never rested upon any secure foundation) that
the so-called" Calciferous Sandstone " represented an older mem
ber of the Carboniferous Rocks than occurred in England, and
that it was, at all events in its upper part s, the equivalent of the
Lower Limeston e Shale. That th is belief exists even yet may
be seen by a reference to the index letters on the Geological Sur
vey maps, on which d' is used for the Lower Limestone Shale on
the English maps, and for the " Calciferous Sandstone " up to
where the chief bands of marine limestone come in, on the Scottish
Survey maps, for the oth er. Yet as far back as 1 874 appears a
statement by myself in the Quarterly Journal of tIle Geological
Society that the " Calc iferous Sandstone" is, at least in part, the
equivalent in time of the lower part of the Mountain Lime stone.
All subsequent work upon these rocks has help ed to confirm that
statement ; an d, to make the matter much more certain, there
appeared a paper by my late colleag ue, Mr. William Gunn, in
which he showed that the principa l limestones seen on the coasts
of the South-East of Scotland belong to the Yoredale Rocks, the
d" of the Geological Survey of En gland. I can fully confirm Mr.
Gunn's conclusions upon th is point . The other point upon which
some littl e uncertainty will probably always remain is with regard
to the position of the upper part of the Lower Limestone Shale,
d"; I have had to chan ge my views upon thi s p oint more than
once. The safest plan, ther efore, under the circumstances, is to
regard the Ballagan Beds as, in the main, contemporaneo us with
the Lower Limestone Shale, and to leave the upper limit of the
equivalents of the Moun tain Limeston e (as distinguished from the
true Yoredale Ro cks" ) on an undefined horizon near the middle
of the Oil Shale Series of the Lothians. [See the comparat ive
sections given in vol. xv, pt . 4, Proc. Geol. A ssoc. (August,
1 8 97)]. The lines are, at the bes t, purely art ificial ones, and
are not drawn upon any evidence soever of either a palreonto
logical or a physical nature. The true and natural limit s
of the Lower Carboniferous Rocks are, the top of the
Cornstones below, and the base of the Millstone Grit above.
There is a paleeontological break at both ends of the Lower
Carboniferous Rocks; but the minor sub-divisions are purely
conventional, and, indeed, might be omitted altogether without
any serious loss. In dealing, however, with the local development
of these rocks it will be convenient to employ geographical terms,

• By this is mea nt the upper part of the Lower Carboniferous Rocks as devel oped in
W en sleyd ale (otherwise Yoredale) itself, from th e top of th e first limeston e below th e
H ardra Li mest one to the base of the Millstone Grit.

P ROC. GEOL. Assoc ., VOL. XV III , PART 3, 1903.] 10
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when these will serve to define clearly which part of the series is
meant. The names already in use hy my colleagues will serve
this purpose very well. They are as follows, the oldest sub-division
being placed lowest :-

B.-Upper Carboniferous Rocks (not considered here).
A paleeontological break, accompanied by some local

unconformity, occurs on this horizon.

A.-Lower Carboniferous Rocks:
Scremerston Limestone Series;
Scremerston Coal-bearing Beds;
The Fell Sandstones;
The Cementstones or Ballagan Beds; which overlie

The Cornstones of the Upper Old Red Sandstone.
The correlation of these with their equivalents in the North of

England and the South of Scotland may be seen by reference to
the Comparative Sections given at the end of this paper, which is
slightly altered from a similar table given in the Handbook to the
Long Excursion to Edinburgh, above referred to.

In the period following the close of that in which the Upper
Old Red Sandstone was formed, there seem to have been few, if
any, intervals during which a return to continental conditions
or, at any rate, to those accompanied by an arid climate-had
any place. There is a possible exception to this in the case of
the period which ushered in the Upper Carboniferous Rocks, 11,S

will be again referred to presently. The predominant conditions
appear to have been those of a great delta, with a continental
area lying to the north-west, and with deeper sea, in general, in
the areas to the south-east. Small areas here and there stood
above the sea level as islands-some, evidently, until a consider
able subsidence had taken place; but, in general, the prevailing
geographical conditions in Scotland throughout Lower Carboni
ferous times may be said to have been predominantly those of a
delta, with occasional subsidences to somewhat deeper water con
ditions during the later third of the period under consideration.

THE BALLAGAN BEDS.-Those under which these lowest
members of the Carboniferous Rocks of Tweedside were formed
can easily be made out from even a cursory study of the facts.
They appear to have been extensive mud flats, which were
maintained at, or near, the sea level by the deposition of mud,
silt, and sand, at a rate which nearly always kept pace with the
rate of suhsidence. Hence large areas often remained exposed
for a considerable time to the desiccating influence of the air and
the Sun. They may well be likened to those which are found
at the present day in the Runn of Cutch, An occasional
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subsidence, more rapid than usual, admitted the sea; while local
changes in the direction of the currents, or else inequalities of
subsidence, isolated small areas of sea-water in one part, or of
river-water in another, and left them in that condition while the
adjoining parts, perhaps only submerged at spring tides, or after
heavy floods from the land, become dry in the Sun. Hence
abundant sun-cracks were formed in the beds of clay, and these
often became filled up with sand blown into them by the wind
from the areas adjoining, and were thus saved from obliteration.
An occasional shower pelted the surface of the mud and left its
record in the shape of the well-known rain-prints. Areas of
sea-water, temporarily cut off in the lagoons, deposited gypsum
crystals, and occasionally even rock salt. Indeed, with regard to
the latter, some of the very finest pseudomorphs after Rock Salt
that have yet been found were recently obtained by Mr. R.
Kidston from the Ballagan Beds of Lower Tweedside.

Farther to the south-west, west, and north-west of the area under
consideration, deeper-and certainly clearer-water conditions
occasionally occurred, and during these marine intervals bands
of fossiliferous marine limestone were formed. Those occurring
in these rocks to the south- west-to wit, in Liddesdale-abound
in marine brachiopoda and other fossils indicative of at least
occasional thalassic conditions. Nevertheless, as the accompanying
sections will demonstrate, these rocks were not deposited in the
area now represented by the west side of the Lake District.
Several other areas, including what is now the south-western part
of the Pentland Hills and the eastern half of Fife, also stood long
above the sea. In the case of Fife we find that a steeply-sloping
shore, formed of the Upper Old Red Sandstone, presented a
bank against which Lower Carboniferous Rocks did not begin to
be deposited until a late period in the history of that formation.
What conditions obtained towards the south-east must remain a
matter for pure conjecture; but as marine conditions prevailed
throughout Devonian times in what is now Western Europe, there
is no reason to think that the Lower Carboniferous period was
one of shallower water there.

Soon after the advent of these conditions which have just now
been likened to those occurring in the Runn of Cutch, some
small volcanic outbursts commenced in these parts, and floods of
basalt lavas, which form the well-known" Kelso Traps," overspread
parts of the lagoons. None of the flows are of any great thickness,
though the area covered may well have amounted to a few hundred
square miles. Tuffs are of rare occurrence. But there are some
beds of impure cherty limestone associated with these traps in a
few localities which look as if they might represent deposits of
geyserite. Cherty limestones of much the same character occur
in association with the volcanic rocks of Arthur's Seat, of the
Bathgate Hills in Linlithgowshire, and with those of North
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Berwick. At the last-mentioned locality a very remarkable band
is exposed between tide marks on the shore at North Berwick,
opposite the eastern end of the Golf Links. The rock specially
under notice here is seen, and has long been quarried for building
purposes at Carham, Haddon, and Sprouston, on the Tweed.
Boulders of it occur here and there in many parts of the district
nearer the North Sea, and one of these, near Flodden, forms the
megalith known as "The King's Stone." No traces of fossils
appear on its weathered surface. It may well have been carried
to near its present position by land-ice during the Age of Snow.

Various sills of trachytic rocks, and others of a more basic
character, appear to have been intruded at, or about, the period
when the Kelso Traps were being laid down. They form
important features in the scenery in places.

The volcanic outbreak represented by the "Kelso traps"
appears to be of somewhat older date than the volcanic rocks of
Arthur's Seat. However this may be, there was a return to the
former conditions shortly after the lava just mentioned had been
poured out. The conditions appear to have been favourable for
the maintenance of shallow water and lagoon conditions for a
period of considerable length. Hence the deposition of thin
films of mud, silt, and sand in very shallow water appears to have
kept pace almost exactly with subsidence, until a thickness of
more than two thousand feet of materials had been accumulated.
It is quite clear that undercutting of the newly-formed rocks, and
re-arrangement of the materials, took place repeatedly as the
streams changed their courses from time to time. The more
arenaceous bands in the Ballagan Beds of Lower Tweedside
furnish abundant evidence relating to this part of their history, as
may be well seen in the sections of these rocks exposed on the
banks of the lower part of the River Till, and especially near
Twizel Castle.

From the occurrence of bands of marine limestone on this
horizon in Liddesdale, it is evident either that the subsidences
there were intermittent, and that they carried the surface down to
a much greater depth at each move, or else that the depth all
through was greater there than in the area specially under con
sideration. This factor has to be taken into account in dealing
with the palreontology of these rocks, especially when the peculiar
fish-fauna of the Liddesdale area (which appears to be found
nowhere else) is being taken into account.

THE FELL SANDSTONEs.-After a considerable thickness of
clays and shales with cementstones and bands of flagstone had
accumulated, the conditions appear to have changed for the time
being, and other types of sediment were deposited. The dominant
one at this stage consisted of sand and occasional beds of gravel.
This does not indicate much more than a seaward advance of the
middle part of the delta, due to the fact that deposition had got
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ahead of subsidence. Hence it resulted that sand and occasional
banks of well-rolled pebbles of milky quartz began to be spread out
over the area where previously the dominant type of deposit had
been of an argillaceous character. It was under these conditions
that the materials which now constitute the Fell Sandstones were
formed. Calcareous matter, sometimes taking a concretionary
form, sometimes deposited as impure sandy limestones, continued
to be deposited; and there is evidence in the sun-cracked surface
of some of the beds, as well as in the colouration noticeable in
the clays, that shallow waters and lagoons were frequently present.
The conditions oscillated between those of lagoons, half-dried
flats, and sand-banks of estuarine origin, while the land subsided
to the extent of another six hundred feet, which is the average
thickness of the Fell Sandstones in the parts of the Borderland
under notice. Remains of plants occur frequently in these rocks,
but coal seams are of rare occurrence, and, indeed, may be said
to be absent altogether.

THE SCREMERSTON COAL SERIEs.-In the stage of deposition
following that of the Fell Sandstones, there is clear evidence of
somewhat more strongly marked changes of physical conditions.
The difference in the resulting strata may be attributed to the
influence of oscillations of level, with a net result of a movement
downward. Thus the seaward front of the area of deposit tended
to advance while the land was stationary, and to retreat landward
as the sloping surface was lowered beneath the waves. It appears
to me that the land sometimes rose again after one of the more
decided movements of depression, seeing that sun-cracked surfaces
are of by no means uncommon occurrence within a few feet above
or below bands of rocks whose fossils indicate deposition within
water of moderate, or even of considerable, depth. In reflecting
upon the peculiar character of the rocks on the horizon now under
consideration, it is well to remember that clear water (and, I think,
deep water) marine limestones were certainly in process of
formation in the areas to the south and south-west. Ninety miles
south of Berwick a thick mass of pure marine limestone, quite
devoid of any but the slightest trace of matter of terrigenous
origin, represents the deposit which is contemporaneous with the
rocks whose origin is under consideration. Likewise, it is well
to remember that the percentage of coarser terrigenous material
on this horizon as compared with finer, steadily increases as the
rocks trend towards the north-west. And it is also in this
direction that we find more frequently recurring evidences of
volcanic action. It appears to be tolerably certain, therefore,
that the old continent whose waste furnished the materials of
the Lower Carboniferous Rocks of terrigenous origin, lay to the
north-west of where the valley of the Tweed is now, and, of
course, therefore, that the open sea all through the period in
question lay to the south and the south-east of this part.
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One of the characteristics of the strata which overlie the Fell
Sandstone is the occurrence in them of several seams of good,
workable coal. It may be well to remark here that these coal
seams which form the Scremerston Coals are on the same
geological platform as the Oil Shale Series of the Lothians, and,
furthermore, that it is also on this horizon that the chief
manifestations of volcanic action in the Central Valley of Scotland
occur. In discussing the mode of formation of the Scremerston
Coal Series, as a whole, it is perhaps safest to repeat the statement
above made, that the period during which these rocks were
formed was one characterised by frequent oscillations of level. I
do not feel quite justified here in stating that the coal seams were
formed (as I believe they were) in clear water, on the lateral
margins of the areas of deposit of inorganic sediments, seeing
that in all probability other geologists might regard the statement
as being of far too heterodox a character to be trusted. Those
who wish to ascertain my views on this much-disputed point might
read the paper" On some Modes of Formation of Coal Seams,"
Ceol. hIm;. III, vi, p. 308 (1889), and Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc., x,
p. 97 (1889).

As a negative feature not quite devoid of interest in the present
connection the statement may be repeated that there are no
traces in any part of the district within a long distance of Berwick
of any volcanic rocks formed contemporaneously with the
Scremerston Coals.

THE SCREMERSTON LIMESTONES.-The rocks which succeed
the subdivision just noticed are characterised by the occurrence
in them of bands of limestone of marine origin. Mr. Gunn
has shown that this "Calcareous Division," as developed near
Berwick, includes some representatives of the upper part of the
Mountain Limestone of the areas to the south, though it consists
mainly of the Yoredale Rocks properly so called. *

In regard to the relationship of the rocks on this horizon in
Tweedside to those in Westmoreland a few words here must
suffice, and I must leave the reader who wishes to know more
about these points to read the" Explanation" of Sheet 102 S.E. ;
or, better still, my article on the" Geological History of Cumber
land" in the Victoria County History relating to that part.
The chief points are connected with the fact that the marine
limestones tend to be split up by bands of shale, and these
enlarge and pass into sandstone, as a given horizon is followed
from the south northward. The change is progressive, and it
affects the beds in succession from below upward. Hence the
lower limestones are the earliest to disappear and to be replaced

• I must protest against the practice that has lately come into vogue of taking the
CHtheroe district as the typical one for these rocks. The true Yoredale Rocks are there partl y
represented by the top of the Clttheroe Limestone; while the upper part of the rocks
there referred to the Yoredales may represent some strata newer than the Yoredale Rocks
of the typical area. and stili be older than the Millstone Grit
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by deposits of terrigenous origin, while the higher beds persist the
longest. Hence, in tracing the beds of limestone from West
morland through Cumberland and Northumberland, past
Berwick to the Lothians, we find certain bands of limestone which
are represented by mere traces at Berwick, but which assume very
much more important dimensions in the area to the south, and
which die away, one after the other, the lowest in each area being
the first to go-until, by the time they reach the valley of the
Forth, all but the highest of the limestones have passed laterally,
first into shales, and finally into sandstones. A reference to the
comparative sections issued with this Handbook will serve to
make this point clearer. The line between the calcareous division
and the noncalcareous occupies a different position in different
districts, and is much higher in the basin of the Forth than it is in
the basin of the Tweed.

A curious and very interesting paleeontological fact comes
into prominence in studying the fossils from these rocks. Of
palseontological zones of any value traces have long been sought
in the Lower Carboniferous Rocks, and have been sought in
vain. Apparently none exist. I have ventured elsewhere to
attribute this to the fact that the surface waters of the sea during
Lower Carboniferous times were equable in temperature from the
commencement to the close of that period-that is to say, the
surface temperature of the sea did not vary much at any time
from a given mean, which mean was the optimum for the
plankton representing the fry of the marine invertebrata of the
period. What, however, we do find is that, though the species
persist throughout, the individuals of a large number of these
species exhibit a considerable variation in size, when those
from a northern district are compared with the same
species obtained farther south. Let anyone make a comparison,
for instance, between almost any group of invertebrates, especially
the Mollusca and the Brachiopoda from the Lothians and a num
ber of individuals of the same species from, say, Clitheroe. The
latter have quite four times the volume of the former. Even
when the comparison is made between the fossils found in the
limestones at Dunbar and those found in their equivalent strata
at Scremerston, the remarkable difference in size is at once
apparent. We should probably not err greatly in such a case if
we attribute the difference to the influence of warmer water and ?

more abundant food supply in the case of the more southern
habitat than was the case with their more boreal representatives.
If this is the correct explanation of the facts it affords one of very
few illustrations of the effect of latitude upon animal life which
have yet been met with in the records of the Past; and it may
fittingly be compared in this respect with the general similarity of
the fauna of the Jurassic Rocks of, say, Caithness, with those of
the South Coast of England.
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So far as the palseontology of the Lower Carboniferous Rocks
is concerned the only other remark that need be made is that,
speaking in general terms, in all the rocks which have been
formed under the same conditions the same assemblage of species
occurs throughout. Thus the fauna of a limestone from near the
base of the series differs but little from that of a similar bed from
near the top. So, too, with the shales, as well as with the
sandstones.

Rocks of Upper Carboniferous age do not occur near Berwick,
and therefore it is not necessary to do more than to remark that,
although it is practically impossible to "zone" the Lower Car
boniferous Rocks by means of their fossils, yet, directly the Upper
Carboniferous Rocks are under examination, we are struck with
the abruptness of the change which characterises both their
flora and their fauna. Dr. Traquair, with regard to the fishes, and
Mr. Kidston with the plants, are equally emphatic upon this point.
I feel sure, too, that the physical break between the two is much
greater than geologists in general have hitherto seemed disposed
to admit. In the Craven area, in particular, it seems to me that
the base of the Upper Carboniferous Rocks lies transgressively
across, or oversteps, the edges of strata of Lower Carboniferous
age which are widely separated in time. Moreover, the presence
of abundant fragments of felspar, which occur so commonly in
the lower beds of the Millstone Grit, are at least suggestive of
there having been a temporary return to the arid conditions which
characterised the period when the Upper Old Red Sandstone was
in process of formation. Hence there may well have ensued an
extensive upheaval and prolonged denudation, as well as a
temporary change of climate, at the close of Lower Carboniferous
times; and it may well be the case that the paleeontological break
referred to is due quite as much to these factors as to lapse of
time.

THE WHIN SILL.-In the area represented by the basin of
the Tweed rocks of the same age and character as the Whin Sill
form hardly any prominent feature. It is true that within sight of
Berwick, as, for example, near Belford, there are conspicuous
crags and other features due to the Whin Sill, and also that the
Farne Islands consist almost entirely of this dolerite. All, how
ever, that need be stated here regarding the Whin Sill is that it is,
like every other intrusive rock I have yet seen, distinctly
REPLACIVE and not displacive in its mode of occurrence: that is
to say, it cannot be proved anywhere that the Whin Sill has
actually forced asunder the sedimentary rocks within which it was
intruded, in such a manner as is so often depicted in diagrams of
the so-called" laccolites." So far as the age of the Whin Sill is
concerned one may confidently say of it that it is of later date
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than the earlier of the disturbances which have affected the Lower
Carboniferous Rocks. On the other hand, the Whin Sill in the
Fame Islands certainly shows the characteristic staining of ferric
oxide which appears nearly everywhere to result from infil
tration proceeding from the New Red Rocks. Hence if we can
trust this latter evidence (and I think we may), the Whin Sill dates
from some time in the very long period that followed the Car
boniferous era and preceded that of the New Red.

POST-CARBONIFEROUS DISTURBANCES.-Just as an era of
disturbances and denudation set in near the close of the Silurian
epoch and continued through the immensely long period of time
that intervened between that and the commencement of the
Caledonian Old Red, so was it the case with the Carboniferous
Rocks. There is abundant evidence in all parts of Britain where
these rocks occur that they were folded, faulted, and denuded, to
an extent not much inferior to that which has been above referred
to as characteristic of the Proterozoic Rocks. It may be said with
some measure of truth that most of the denudation from which the
Proterozoic Rocks have suffered took place in the interval between
the close of the Silurian Period and the commencement of the
conditions to which the Caledonian Old Red is due. And with
equal truth it may be said that the chief disturbances, and also
the chief denudation, from which the Carboniferous Rocks have
suffered, took place in the very long interval of time that separates
the Deuterozoic Rocks from the oldest of those of the Neozoic
age.

THE NEW RED Rocxs.s--There cannot be much room for
doubt that the New Red Rocks formerly covered most of the
area represented by the basin of the Tweed, as was certainly the
case with most of, at least, the southern parts of Scotland. As
the former presence of the Trias implies also that of the Jurassic
Rocks (in exactly the same way as the presence of the Upper
Old Red Sandstone implies that of the Lower Carboniferous
Rocks), this point is obviously one of considerable importance
in relation to the history of the district.

There are, however, no actual outliers of any member of the
New Red Series (either of the Lower, or "Permian," or of the
Upper, or Trias). The evidence pointing to their former existence
here is practically confined to that afforded by the widespread
staining of the sandstones and shales of the Carboniferous Rocks,
and the equally Widespread dolomitisation of the limestones.
Scottish geologists are, at last, beginning to recognise the value
of this evidence.

LATER CHANGES IN NEOZOIC TIlIlEs.-A period of prolonged
subaerial waste, ending with the formation of a base-level, or
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perhaps a plain, of marine denudation, followed the close of the
Jurassic Period; and the Cretaceous, and, possibly, even newer
rocks, were laid down far and wide upon the plain referred to.
There is no evidence to show that any British mountains, now
existing as such, were left uncovered by these rocks; while, on
the other hand, there is much to be said in favour of the view
that the final elevation to which those mountains are primarily
due took place in Post-Cretaceous times. I have maintained for
well on to a quarter of a century that the summit-levels of many
of our British mountain tops represent the Pre-Cretaceous plains
of marine denudation, upheaved, flexed, and subsequently re
exposed by the removal of the rocks which capped them.

HISTORY OF THE RIVER COURSEs.-These remarks are
necessary in the present case, because the courses of the greater
number of the rivers are explained most satisfactorily by the
hypothesis that the rivers commenced to flow over a surface
formed of some other rocks than those which are now represented
in the district. The rocks in question may have been in part
Cretaceous; though there does not appear to have yet been any
valid reason advanced why rocks of Tertiary age should not have
formed part of the original outer envelope referred to. Nor does
there appear to be any good reason for ohjecting to the view that
the river courses, as such, were initiated in late Tertiary times.
The fact that a patch of Old Red, or of New Red, as the case
may he, occupies the bottom of what is now a valley, may be due
simply to the fact that the area in question marks the axis of a
synclinal which has affected these rocks, and their presence has
helped to guide the river at an early stage in its evolutionary
history into coincidence with the axis of the synclinal. Thus it
would be more correct to say that a certain river flows in a
synclinal fold of the Trias, rather than that the Trias lies in an
old river valley, which, therefore, on this latter view, dates from
Triassic times.

In this connection it is important to remember that some of
the largest valleys in Scotland can be shown to have been
excavated entirely in Late-Tertiary times: witness the deep valley
of Loch Scridain in Mull, or the grand depression in the Coullin
Hills, in which reposes Loch Coruisk; to say nothing of the
somewhat doubtful case of Loch Lomond, so often cited in this
connection. If long and wide valleys, between three and four
thousand 'feet in depth, have been excavated in very hard rock
since Late-Tertiary times, why should the mere size of a valley be
cited as proof of its great geological antiquity?

The river channels, having been established in approximately
their present courses, were deepened and widened as time went on,
sometimes maintaining their original directions with very little
change; but in other cases being diverted, severed, or even
reversed through the influence of variations of structure and
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durability of the rocks which happened to compose the surface at
one time or other in their history as they cut their way down
through the various envelopes of rock over which their courses
lay. I have already dealt with questions of this kind at some
length, in relation to the rivers of the Lake District, in the papers
mentioned in the footnote,* and the subject does not call for any
special treatment here. Apparent difficulties connected with the
history of such river-courses as that of the Till, for example, admit
of a simple enough explanation if we assume that the rivers in
question began to flow in different rocks from those in which
their respective courses are now established. Doubtless the Till
has been gradually led out of its original way as a result of the
river, at an early period in its developmental history, meeting with
rocks which became either barriers, or else zones of low elevation,
at one part or another of its course.

LATER TERTIARY CHANGES.-It may betaken as proved that the
latest phase of volcanic action in Britain took place at a period
when many of the broader features of the present landscape had
already been, as it were, sketched out. Some, at least, of
the larger valleys had already taken on much of their present
form and direction, even though the actual surfaces may have been
carved out of rocks which have long since been removed by
denudation. It was at the earlier part of the period (and much
later than the culminating period of volcanic action) that so many
of the remarkable basalt dykes which traverse the rocks of
Northern Britain were formed.r

It was also during the waning phases of this same volcanic
episode that the principal metalliferous veins of Northern Britain
received most of their original mineral contents. This appears to
be the case with most veins of lead ore. There are not many
such in the area here specially under consideration. A few
veins of copper ore occur at the foot of the Lammermoors, not
far from Duns. The heematite veins appear to be, in all cases,
much older than these, and to date from the close of Triassic
times.

THE AGE OF SNOW.-The history of the Age of Snow calls for
some remarks here. Briefly stated, that history may be given as
follows :- The present valley-system, and all the larger surface
features, had already been shaped by subaerial denudation, possibly
as early as the Pliocene Period, into a form not essentially
different from what they have now. About the close of that time
it seems probable that Britain, as a whole, stood at a higher level

* The History of the River Eden and the Rivers adjacent. Trans. Cumbo and West.
Assoc., No. xiv, p. 73. Geological History of 'v'The Eden Vallev," Proc, Geol. Assoc.
(,88g), p. 53. The Physical History of Greystoke Park and the Valley of the Petteril,
Trans. Cumbo and West. Assoc.

t It is not clear that any of these dykes are <l intrusive" in the Sense commonly under
stood by that term: many of them are certainly replacive-perhaps they all are.
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than it does at the present day, so that what is now the North
Sea was then a lowland plain, through which the Rhine flowed
northward, and may have entered the Atlantic on the northern
side of Shetland. The Tweed, as well as the other rivers on the
eastern side of Britain, then formed tributaries of the Rhine. The
western margin of Britain, under these conditions, may have
coincided with the present 100 fathom line. The facts appear to
me to suggest that the so-called "Gulf Stream" then brought
large quantities of aqueous vapour to the coasts of Britain and
Scandinavia, much as it does to-day. Rut, with an increasing
elevation of these lands above the sea level, the precipitation,
instead of usually taking the form of rain, as it does now, began
to fall more freq uently as snow; and, as the elevation of the British
Scandinavian axis proceeded, the result came about that the
whole of the aqueous vapour distilled by the Sun's rays from the
surface of the Atlantic, and drifted hither by the winds, was
deposited in the form of snow. All that is needed to bring about
what are usually called" glacial" (but which had better be termed
"nivosal") conditions, is a copious supply of aqueous vapour,
winds to drift it in a certain direction, mountain tops to congeal
it into snow, and such conditions on the lowlands as to permit of
rather more snow heing left each year than the summer's heat would
suffice to melt. It is fallacious to suppose that a low temperature
is indispensable to bring about these nivosal conditions. There
is no reason why the average annual temperature of Britain then
should be many degrees lower than it is at present. A brief con
sideration of these points will suffice to show that a differential
uplift along a zone passing through Scandinavia and the northern
parts of the British Isles while the" Gulf Stream" was in full
operation, would furnish all the conditions needed for bringing
about an Age of Snow; and if the uplift reached its maximum
along this axis in Central Scandinavia, the geographical conditions
would be such as would suffice to account for nearly all the facts
known in connection with the Age of Snow.

There is no evidence of a nature that would satisfy every
geologist regarding the time that has elapsed since these nivosal
conditions began. But there cannot be much doubt, if we are
guided by the evidence presented by the Later Pliocene rocks of
East Anglia, that these rocks mark the earlier stages of the
conditions which culminated in the Age of Snow. In that case
we seem to have data from which we may form an approxi
mate estimate of the period in question. It appears to be
generally admitted now that both Vesuvius and Etna have come
into existence within the same period of time as that which
separates the commencement of the Later Pliocene period from the
present day. If we assume, as a very moderate estimate for the
growth of Etna, that, taking it as a whole, it has required three
hundred years for the accumulation of each foot, this estimate
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gives us a period of at least three million years. Yet the amount
of change in the organic world that has ensued since Etna started
into existence is so trifling that it would not be taken into account
if we were dealing with the palreontology of some of the rocks
belonging to the older parts of the series.*

Although the chan ges in the organic world since the close of
the Newer Pl iocene Per iod are comparatively insignifican t in
amount, the case is far otherwise when we are dealing with the
changes that have taken place upon the sur face of the land
within the period und er considerat ion.

An enormous amount of rock material, much of it being, of
course, rock that had been already decomposed by subaerial
agencies, was removed by the ice during the Age of Snow. It
may be said, indeed, in general terms, that there is hardly a single
feature which forms a component of the land scape in Lower
Tweedside, which, in one way or another, does not owe much of
its present configuration to the action of the ice which moved
over the whole district throu ghout the greater part of the Age of
Snow. The chief erosion was accomplished in the valleys, which
were irregularly deepened and widened in a manner quite unlike
what could have resulted from any erosion by the act ion of rain
and rivers. But one of the features which impresses a peculia r
character upon the land scape in the lowland areas of Tweedside
is the great system of glacial furrows to which so many references
have been made by students of glacial geology. The whole
surface of the coun try, over hundreds of square miles, consists of
an assembla ge of rudel y-parallel ridges and furrows, which
preserve a common direct ion over large tracts of country. Some
of these ridges, it is true, consist of eskers; while a few others are
exteriorly comp osed of bould er clay. But, as a whole, they
fund amentally consist of solid rock. That these are really of
glacial origin, and not due to the erosive action of runn ing water
under any conditions, is rend ered sufficiently eviden t by the fact
that glacial mark ings occur within them, and not at all uncom
monly they do so at the lowest part of the hollow. Doubtless it
has been the large size of these furrows which has misled
geologists in their attempts at accounting for the origin of the se
remarkable features.

When the load of ice had increased to its maximum, a
subsidence of the land commenced. In consequence of this the
mountain tops were gradually lowered, the sea was admitted
where there had formerly been land, rain began to fall where
previously it had snowed, and the supply of snow which fed the
glacier-ice was cut off at its source. The stony ice then melted
away as it stood, leaving boulder clays and eskers (both englacially
formed) as the " sediment" of the ice sheet. So, by degrees,
and in the course, it may well be, of many thousands of

* Or igin 01 the British Flor a, Proc, Botanical Society of Edin.. 1902, p. 234.
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years, the surface of the land was left very much as we see it
to-day,

When the subsidence reached its lowest point, which may well
have been as much as a hundred and fifty or even two hundred feet
below its present level, there appears to have been much floating
ice about the lately-filled North Sea, Much of this ice found its
way up the sea inlets, and as the ice melted it dropped its stony
burden upon the sea floor. Fragments of chalk, chalk flints,
pieces of metamorphic and plutonic rocks foreign to the district,
were left by this means even in such areas as the lower part of the
valley of the Tweed. The boulder clay on the banks of that
river a short distance above Berwick Station, described by Mr.
Gunn, is, I think, a deposit formed under the conditions
described.

There is every reason for believing that the period following
that when the submergence took place may have dated as far
back as some fifteen or even twenty thousand years. Small glaciers
still grew up inland, and there may well have been some of them
even in the heart of the Cheviots. If one may judge of what
took place by the records of those left in the glens of the Southern
Highlands of Scotland, these glaciers showed two periods of
activity. In some of the earlier of these the valley glaciers
extended several miles outward from their starting point, and long
remained thus because supply and waste were equal in amount.
After this phase there followed a period during which the rate of
melting of the ice much exceeded the supply furnished by the
snowfall, and a somewhat rapid retreat of several miles ensued.
Then came a second period when the supply and waste remained
nicely balanced for a long time, and an inner group of moraines
was formed. Finally snow ceased to fall (or, rather, to remain) in
quantities sufficient for the growth of glaciers, and the present
state of things came into being.

While these events were in progress, the maritime areas were
being affected in a different way. The land rose with a start
every now and then, and the intervals between each move were of
sufficient length to permit of the sea carving well-marked beaches,
and leaving other tokens of what was being done upon the land
adjacent. At the same time widespread deposits of gravel and
other alluvial matter were left on the banks of the rivers. These
correspond in both their form and in the date of their formation,
with the raised beaches just referred to. Then, as the land rose
by successive uplifts towards its present level, successively lower
terraces were cut by the rivers, whose increased velocity, gained by
each uprise, enabled them to accomplish this readily; and in the
meantime the sea carved lower and lower shelves upon its margin,
and left old sea-stacks and sea caverns high and dry, until the
latest uprise (which took place prior to the Roman invasion of
Britain) brought the land up to the level it has at present. It
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was under these conditions that both the maritime denes and the
remarkable river terraces of Lower Tweedside were formed.

STRATIGRAPHICAL GEOLOGY.

The foregoing historical account of Lower Tweedside should
suffice to make the broader features of the geology of that part
sufficiently clear. But a brief outline of the stratigraphy of the
district, which may be read concurrently with a study of the
sections, may help to extend what has been stated in the foregoing
pages.

The Ordovician Ro cks form but a small part of the area, and,
therefore, although their interest, historically regarded, is very
considerable, they may be left without further mention here.

Rocks of Silurian age may be said to occur within five areas
in the district under description. One of these, and the principal
one, is part of the main area of the Scottish Southern Uplands.
Another, which is separated from the former only by a narrow
band of the Upper Old Red Sandstone, forms the southern part of
the Lammermuir Hill s. The third lies to the east of this , and its
coastal margin forms the magnificent line of cliffs extending south
eastward from the Siccar Point to SI. Abb's Head. The fourth
forms a triangular area which extends southward from Eyemouth
to just outside the northern suburbs of Berwick. It forms the
grand line of cliffs which extend northward from Burnmouth.
Its south-western border coin cides with a large fault which brings
the Cementstones and the Fell Sandstones into contact with it
on the north side of the Tweed about a mile west of Berwick.
The fifth, and smalle st, lies somewhat beyond the area specially
under notice, and rises to the surface from beneath the Cheviot
Andesites and other rocks of later age, on the south-we st flank
of the Cheviot Hills .

Everywhere in these districts the Silurian Rocks are highly
convoluted, but they are rarely or never cleaved. They are fre
quently traversed hy dykes of porphyrite. The closest folds,
which are usually isoclin es, lie in the north-western part of the
area, where, it appears safe to assume, the main axes of uplift, and
chief zones of compression, were situated during the early
Devonian period. Most of the Silurian Rocks in this area belong
to the Valentian and Salopian sub-divisions.

The Caledonian Old Red, it must be remembered, is separated
from the Proterozoic Rocks by one of the most important
unconformities in the whole geological series. It lies, in fact, on
the upturned and denuded edges of every rock older than itself.
Not only that, but the chief disturbances which have affected the
older rocks are of prior date to any part of this series The base
ment bed is sometimes a conglomerate, with tuffs and subordinate
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sandstones in its higher parts. Rocks of this kind, which are of the
nature ofoutliers, are still to be found about Reston, Coldingham,
St. Abb's Head, and Eyemouth. More generally, however, the
volcanic series which succeeds the conglomerate in time, lies
directly upon the older rocks. The chief mass of these is left in
the Cheviot Hills; but an important outlier of that age occurs at
St. Abb's Head and Coldingham Shore, while some eruptive rocks
referable to the same horizon are to be seen at Eyemouth. Three
masses of granite, which may be nearly of the same age as the
later lavas of this series, are to be seen near Berwick. The larger
of these has risen through the Cheviot Andesites, and may be
regarded as forming the core of the Cheviots; another forms
Cockburn Law, north of Duns. A third lies in the heart of the
Lammermuir Hills, still within the basin of the Tweed, but in a
position not easily reached. This latter forms Priestlaw, which
consists of one of the masses of granite formerly regarded as
of metamorphic origin. Porphyrite dykes occur in many places,
and there is at least one dyke of mica-trap at St. Abb's Head.
None of these rocks have been affected by terrestrial movements
to any great extent in the district under notice.

The Upper Old Red succeeds the formation just mentioned,
and does so with a violent unconformity. To realise the full
extent of this great break one must bear in mind the fact that the
Caledonian Old Red is certainly many thousands of feet in
thickness-even though the figures given by some writers may err
very greatly on the side of excess in this respect. In addition to
this sub-division there is the Orcadian Old Red, also many
thousands of feet in thickness, which is certainly as a whole newer
than the Caledonian Old Red, and across the edge also of which
the Upper Old Red lies unconformably. These facts do not admit
of question; and yet they do not seem to be generally known.

In the Tweedside district remains of the Upper Old Red
Sandstone extend in a continuous strip from Dunbar southward
past Duns, Greenlaw, Earlstone, Melrose, Jedburgh, to some
distance south of the western margin of the Cheviots. A branch
from this strip runs eastward past Chirnside to within a short dis
tance of Berwick, where it is cut off by a powerful fault above
referred to. On the eastern flanks of the Cheviots the Upper
Old Red occurs here and there, but that only to a small extent.
Some trachytic rocks intrusive in this form conspicuous features
in the landscape, especially near Duns, and at both the Black
Hill of Earlston and the Eildon Hills, near Melrose.

Wherever the Upper Old Red occurs it appears to have been
followed by the Carboniferous Rocks, though not in every ease
with perfect conformability.

A wide-spread bed (or beds) of basalt lava and occasional beds
of tuff locally occur close down upon the Upper Old Red. These
can be traced southward from Greenlaw across the Tweed west
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of Kelso to the northern flank of the Cheviots; and also north
ward to Duns. A similar bed is seen here and there also on, or
about, this horizon, nearly all the way south-westward as far as the
north bank of the Solway.

A band of (what I take to be) geyserite occurs close above
the basalt, especially at Carham, on the Tweed above Coldstream.
It is chiefly of interest as being the parent rock of a large number
of boulders which are strewn about Lower Tweedside. It is of
interest also because part of its colloidal silica has passed into a
red chert which resembles carnelian in places.

The succeeding Ballagan Beds* cover a wide area around
the River Tweed, where they form the surface over quite a
hundred and twenty square miles. Their prevailing dip is at a
small angle eastward, so that higher beds come on as the rocks
trend from, say, Greenlaw to Holy Island, or from The Cheviot
in the direction of Alnwick. They consist of a thick mass of
shale and clays with subordinate beds of more or less calcareous
flagstone and soft sandstone, and with some few bands of impure
limestone, interstratified with the sandstones and shales near the
top of the series. These latter are well seen at Ross Point, near
Burnmouth. A curious feature in the sandstones is the
occurrence of great orbicular concretions. Resorted material is
of frequent occurrence in the lower beds, and sun-cracks, casts
of rock salt, and veins of gypsum may often be met with.

The Fell Sandstones occur chiefly on the Northumberland side
of the Tweed, and mostly in the angle enclosed between the
River Till and the Tweed just above Berwick. They do not
give rise to any conspicuous features there, as they do on the
southern flanks of the Cheviot; but the harder beds are apt to
form low escarpments, and even small hills in a few cases. They
can be well seen at Tweedmouth and Ord, and on the north bank
of the Tweed, below St. Mary's Convent School, and here and
there near both the Royal Border Bridge and the Old Bridge.
Northward of Berwick they are cut out by powerful faults. The
" Duddo Stones" are megaliths of this rock.

The Scremerston Coal Series lies almost entirely on the
Northumberland side of the Tweed, and extends southward from
Tweedmouth and Spittal past the eastern side of the Till for a
considerable distance. These rocks are indicated at the surface
by a number of small collieries. It is perhaps as well to repeat
that the Scremerston Coals lie on the horizon of the upper half
of the Mountain Limestone and the lower fifth of the Yoredale
Rocks. Furthermore, they are on the same horizon as the Oi
Shales of the Lothians, and, therefore contemporaneous with the
great Lower Carboniferous volcanic series of Fife and the
Lothians, The reader will find these correlations given in the
sections which were issued with the "Handbook to the Geology

• Also known as Lower Twedian, Cement Stones, and Lower Limestone Shales.
PROC. GEOL. Assoc., VOL. XVIII, PART 3, 1903.J II
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of Edinburgh," which was written for the Geologists' Association
Long Excursion there. In a slightly modified form they are
given again here.

A strip of the Screm erston Coal Series pas ses along the coast
northward from Berwick ; but is main ly con cealed beneath the
newer rocks of Lower Carboniferous age, which will be noticed
more fully pre sently. This strip is cut off on the west by a fault.
The best sect ion in the Scremerston Coals is to be seen along th e
coast near the place of that name, south of Berwick.

The Limeston e Series, most of which forms the upper part of
th e true Yoredale Rocks, is characterised by the occurrence in it
of some dozen or more ba nds of marine limestone. These are
remarkably persistent in the area to the south, though they die out
one after another from th e lowest upward as th ey trend in the
opposite direction. Mr. Gunn's important papers on these beds
should be consulted by thos e who wish for fuller information .

On the south side of Berwick the limestones strike south
eastward for a mile or so. They are very well seen on and near
the coast as far as Scremerston itself, south of which they are
hidden beneath su perficial deposits. Inland the strike changes,
and becomes south-westerly for a few miles ; and then swings
round so as to conform in a general way to the margins of the
Cheviot Hills away from which the succeeding Lower Ca r
boniferous R ocks everywhere dip. But they are so mu ch broken
and disturbed by faul ts in the country about Lowick that no
general description could convey impressions of their lie which
would he of any use for the pur pose for which thi s paper is
inten ded. The Scrernerston Limestones have yielded an extensive
suite of fossils, lists of which are given in the" Survey Memoirs. "
Mr. John Bish op, of Berwick, has long collected diligen tly from
th em.

At Berwick itself the upper limestones are very well see n at
several places on the shore. Northward of the town th ey are
more or less fault ed. The Eelwell Limestone is seen west of the
Pier, and it also forms the Ladies' Skerrs, which are well known
to visitors on acc ount of the singularly twisted form their str ike
assumes on the shore. It is also seen at the Fisherman's Haven.
The rocks on th e shore are much faulted and disturbed, but
Mr. Gunn has been able to unravel some of the com plications.
The rocks, on the whole, rise as they trend northward, so that
beds older than the Eelwell Limestone appear as the coast -line is
followed in the direction of Burnmouth. But the five thin
limestones next below the Eelwell Limestone, are not very well
seen anywhere near Berwick. They appear in the Tweed at low
water, Mr. Gunn says, betwe en the Ness Gate and the Pier at
Berwick. Going along the coast north of the town th e fine sea
cavern s, eroded by the waves in the sandstone, form very striking
features. The Burgess Cove is one of these, which has been
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shaped in a bed of sandstone whose true position is near the
Scremerston Coal Series, and is the equivalent in time of, perhaps,
the Melmerby Scar Limestone of Cumberland. The Oxford
Limestone, which Mr. Gunn thought might be the Hardra Lime
stone of Phillips's typical section, is seen on tbe cliff at Sharper
Head. Sharper Head itself consists of the sandstone between
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FIG. 3.-SECTIONS ILLUSTRATING VARIATIONS IN THICKNESS ANIl MINERAL
CHARACTER OF THE LOWER CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS; WITH ESPECIAl.
REFERENCE TO THOSE ROCKS NEAR BERWICK,

this limestone and the Greencies Coal. It lies only a few feet
above the base line of the Yoredale Rocks. Berwick is the last
piace going north where this can be made out. *

Two of the thin limestones which represent the higher beds of
the Mountain Limestone of Phillips are the Woodend and the

• The account of the rocks on the coast north of Berwick is chiefly from Mr. Gunn's
papers; but I am responsible for some of the statements.e-]. G. G,
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Dun Limestones. The former is seen 700 yards north of the
Burgess Cove, and the latter at St. John's Haven, as well as on
the foreshore south of Spittal, but only at low water. Below these
comes the thick sandstone of Marshall Meadows, which forms a
considerable cliff on the coast north of Berwick. This overlies
a coal seam which Mr. Gunn thought might be either the
"Robies" or the" Fawcett" Coal. North of Marshall Meadows
the boundary faults cause so much confusion that it is almost
useless to try to make out the succession.

The section just described is one of considerable importance,
as Mr. Gunn's work upon it has given the only satisfactory clue
to the true positions of the beds which form the" Carboniferous
Limestone Series" of Scotland. The Eelwell Limestones form
the lowest of these latter, whence it will be perfectly evident that
the so-called "Calciferous Sandstone "*' consists in its upper part
of the basement beds of the Yoredale Rocks.

As the coast section north of Berwick is both difficult to
understand, and is also of great interest, three sections across it
are given here. A study of these, with the comparative sections
before one, ought to suffice to make their several geological
relationships quite clear.

The Whin Sill appears to have died out a few miles to the
south of Berwick, after extending through a tract of country many
hundreds of square miles in extent. It forms conspicuous crags
near Belford, and appears at intervals for about seven miles to the
north-west of that town. It is, of course, what is commonly
understood by an "intrusive" sheet, and it consists of dolerite.
The age is pre-Triassic or post-Carboniferous. It is the Whin Sill
which, extending to the coast at Budle Point, forms the rock upon
which Bamburgh Castle is built, and which, extending out to sea,
forms nearly the whole of the picturesque group of rocks known
as the Fame Islands, so much celebrated as bird stations, and
equally so in connection with many stirring tales of misadventure
at sea.

Characteristic examples of the staining and other alterations of
the Carboniferous Rocks, which I have attributed to infiltration
from the New Red, are to be seen in many places near Berwick.

The castle at Holy Island is situated upon the outcrop of a
basalt dyke which ranges nearly east and west. It is probably
a continuation of one of the two which can be traced from
near Holy Island in westerly directions for many miles, and
across the Tweed near Coldstream. These dykes appear to be
newer than the faults and other disturbances, and they may
therefore be of Tertiary age.

Glacial deposits do not call for any special remark. Boulders

* The rocks appear to have been named on the Iucus a non lucendo principle, for
calcareous matter in the typical areas of the II Calciferous Sandstone" is conspicuous. by
its absence, and the rocks consist largely of shale.
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of far-travelled rocks occur, but none of them are of any very
special interest. The megalith known as " The King's Seat,"
near Pallinsburn, is, however, of interest as an erratic which bas
probably originated at Carham. It appears to be part of what I
have regarded as geyserite there.

Drumlins and eskers abound, and have formed the subject of
many discussions by the late Milne H ome and other Scottish
geologist s.,.

Boulder clay which may dat e from the submergence, occurs
on the banks of the T weed just abo ve the stat ion at Berwick. It
was described by Mr. Gunn in the Proc, Berza. N at. Club,
vol. x, p. 540. The clay contains many far-travelled rocks, and
also fragments of shells.

Excellent examples of upraised river-terrac es, as well as of
raised beaches, are of common occurrence. The terraces of the
T weed have been allud ed to, and their meaning discussed by
many writers, and especially by Milne Home.

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to Mr. Clough
for his friendly aid, to Commander Norman, R .N., of Berwick,
for introductions to much tha t is of interest in the geology of
Lower Tweedside, and to Mr. George Bolam, F.Z.S., for help
in connection with the visit of the Association.

The following publicat ions relat ing to the district under con
sideration may be noticed :

The Geological Survey Maps and E xplanations of Sheets 108,
109, ITO, by Messrs . Clough, Gunn, and Miller. Mr. Gunn's
papers in the Trans. of the B erwickshire Natura lists' Club,
vol. xvi, No. 1II (1899), p. 313; Trans. Geol. Soc. Edin.,
vol. vii, pt. iv, p. 361 ; and the Geological ""fagaz ine. The
Maps and Explanation of the Geological Survey of Scotland,
Sheets 25, 26, 33, 34.

The Geological Survey Map of Scotland, on the scale of
TO miles to the inch, publ ished by John Bar tholomew & Co.,
Edinburgh, affords a very excellent general view of the
geological structure of the whole of the district to be visited by
the Association. Amongst other publications relat ing to the
country around Berwick may be mentioned Lebour's Geology 0/
Northumberland, and the Geological Map of that county by the
same author; Hugh Miller's article on "Northumberland" in
the 9th edition of the Encydopcedia Britannica; Stevenson's
article on "Cockburn Law" in the Trans. R oy. Soc. Edin.,
for 1849. An excellent outline of the Geology of the
Che viots, by James Geikie, app eared in Good Words, and is
reprinted in his ,. Fragments of Earth and Ore ." Tate's art icle in

• S ee also "The Bed shiel Kaim," by J. G . GooProt. Be rioickshi r« Nat. Club, for . 8g!l,
p . • '}6.
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the Proc. Berro. Nat. Club, vol. iv, is of interest, as also is Hugh
Miller's paper "On the Classification of the Carboniferous
Limestone Series, Northumbrian Type," read before Section C at
the meeting of the British Association, 1887; Proc. Berro. Nat.
Club, vol. xii, p. II6.

The Petrography of the Cheviot Hills has been treated of by
several authors, especially by J. J. H. Teall, F.R.S., Geol.
Mag., Dec. 2, vol. x, pp. 100, 145, 252, 344; Dec. 3, vol. ii,
pp. 106-12 I; and by Kynaston, Trans. Edin, Geol. Soc.,
vol. vii, pt. iv, pp. 39°-415. Mr. Clough's Memoirs are also of
great importance, and especially the one on "The Cheviot
Hills" (Mem. Geol. Survey.). Prof. Watts' contributions to the
Memoirs relating to sheet IIO S.W. should also be consulted.




